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Preface

Challange

Assignment

My name is Remon van den Eijnden and I am a student of Fontys
University of Applied Sciences. At Fontys I study ICT & Media
Design with specialization in ICT & Lifestyle. This education is
focused on the technical, design and communication side of
projects. During my specialization I have learned to work on
projects in a exploratory way. Philips Design offered me the
opportunity to put the things I’ve learned into practice in an
exciting environment where I can apply my newly learned skills.

Luc Geurts suggested to work on a concept study around
wrist-based interaction. It is to be expected that in the future new
devices will be small enough to be worn on the wrist. Because the
future paradigm and application needs to unfold still, the project
was setup in an explorative way, following the way of working
taught at Fontys. We decided to define my graduation project
as follows: an exploration of ways of interaction for wrist-based
devices by rapid prototyping. Therefore I accepted this challenge.
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Executive summary
Philips is a world leader in the healthcare, lifestyle and lighting
sectors that focusses on improving people’s lives trough timely
innovations. Their design department is one of the largest
design organizations in the world: Philips Design. They have an
international, multi-disciplinary and diverse design team. They
anticipate people’s needs, exceed their expectations and enhance
customers’ business success, by delivering truly relevant solutions.
The Research Development & Innovation department within
Philips Design is involved in the early stages of new business
development. It defines early stage business opportunities and
translates these into innovation concepts that can be further
developed by one of the sectors.
The main reason for this graduation project can be found in a
combination of three projects which are performed within Philips
Design. Philips Design researched gesture based interaction for
Philips products. This project was called Gesture UI
(User Interaction). Secondly, new business initiatives with bracelet
devices as a product are currently in development. Thirdly, build
on the experiences of the Philips Rationalizer bracelet, a bracelet
that measures your arousal level for decision making. Simplicity
UI is a new project that evolves out of the Gesture UI project.
The Simplicity UI project is about exploring human interface
possibilities next to gesture control based interfaces. The goal is
to maximize the user experience in a natural way.
7

The wrist is a socially accepted place to wear devices like a
watch or an MP3 player. Philips is exploring the opportunities
that wrist-based devices have to offer for possible new innovative
propositions. By combining these new innovative propositions
with the Simplicity UI Philips researches which new ways of
human interaction are possible on a wrist-based device. With that
insight the following definition was formed: An exploration of
ways of interaction for wrist-based devices by rapid prototyping in
such a way that user evaluation can be done.
To fulfill these expectations, this ideation project is set up
in an exploratory way. Exploratory research is chosen because
the problem was not yet clearly defined in the beginning.
The project is divided in two global phases. The first phase
contains exploratory research for ways of interaction and
idea generation. The second phase contains conceptual and
experimental design. After several experimental prototypes were
build, the final prototype was build to experience several parts
of the final concept.
This final concept is called Philips Sidekick. It is based on
improvements of certain aspects of the product DirectLife, an
activity monitor to help people improve their physical condition
and stimulate physical exercise.
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Philips Sidekick is a wrist-based device which is connected to another
user’s Sidekick device (making them ‘buddies’)., The device monitors your
daily activities and emotions on its display, compared with your buddy’s
daily activities and emotions. This data is shared with your buddy over
a real time connection. By touching one side of the device, you are able
to send 4 different messages to your buddy’s device, to keep your buddy
motivated. This way of interaction can also be used on the other side at
the device, to change your emotional status. When you receive
a message, different vibration patterns will let you know which message
you just received. These messages will also be visible on your display
when you take a look at your device and it detects that it is faced
to your head.
During the concept generation phase, different people experienced
the “feel the data” experiment, an experiment to receive information
on your wrist through different vibration patterns. “feel the data” is
a potential simple and natural way of receiving information on your wrist,
demonstrated in the final prototype.
The next step will be to evaluate the prototype with experts and users.
However, a valuable addition could already be the following:
a mobile application for DirectLife which allows you to change your
emotional status, connect to other DirectLife users and connect to
a Philips Sidekick device.

8
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Introduction
Wouldn’t it be nice, if you could interact with a wrist-based device,
with the sense and simplicity of a handshake?

Sense and simplicity is the promise of the brand Philips.
Based on that promise, Philips develops products in healthcare,
lifestyle and lighting with the focus on improving people’s lives.
With that in mind, Philips Design defines early stage business
opportunities based on the priorities, values, inspirations, likes and
dislikes of their target audience.
One of the ways in which Philips brings new innovations to
the market is through venturing. New ventures are set up and
brought to “maturity” in the three Philips incubators, the lighting,
lifestyle and healthcare incubators.
Because some of the ventures within Philips are currently working
on projects where wrist-based devices are involved, Philips Design
wants to build competence for new ways of interaction
for wrist-based devices.
9

Thus the choice was made to do a rapid prototype of
a wrist-based device to explore ways of wrist-based interaction,
in such a way that an expert review is possible.
Background information can be found in chapter 2 and 3. Chapter
2 tells you something about the Philips company and chapter
3 describes the assignment. The exploratory phase of the project
is described in chapter 4 and chapter 5. Here you will find some
background information about wrist-based interaction and the
process of idea generation.The second phase of the project is
described in chapter 6 and 7. You can find information about the
conceptual design and it’s design decisions in chapter 6. Chapter 7
describes the process of building the prototype and the way we
handled certain problems. Recommendations for further work are
described in the last chapter, chapter 8.

Company Confidential
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About Philips

Royal Philips Electronics
Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands is a diversified
Health and Well-being company, focused on improving people’s
lives through timely innovations. As a world leader in healthcare,
lifestyle and lighting, Philips integrates technologies and design into
people-centric solutions, based on fundamental customer insights
and the brand promise of “sense and simplicity”.
Headquartered in the Netherlands, Philips employs approximately
119,000 employees in more than 60 countries worldwide.
With sales of EUR 25.4 billion in 2010, the company is a market
leader in cardiac care, acute care and home healthcare, energy
efficient lighting solutions and new lighting applications, as well
as lifestyle products for personal well-being and pleasure with
strong leadership positions in flat TV, male shaving and grooming,
portable entertainment and oral healthcare.
11

50,000 registered patents illustrate the innovative nature of
the company. Philips currently holds around 36,000 registered
trademarks, 63,000 design rights and 3,900 domain names.
Philips has adopted an Open Innovation strategy which leverages
the joint innovative power of partnering companies and
researchers to bring more innovations to the market effectively
and faster.
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“Our plan for 2015 is an evolution of our Vision 2010 strategy. We will continue to build on the key global trends
to expand our leadership in key businesses such as home healthcare, LED lighting solutions and healthy living and
personal care. I firmly believe Philips is uniquely positioned for growth as it continues to simply make a difference
to people’s lives with meaningful, sustainable innovations,”
- Former President and Chief Executive Officer Gerard Kleisterlee.

Vision 2015
In 2015, Philips wants to be a global leader in health and
well-being, becoming the preferred brand in the majority of our
chosen markets. Philips believes they are uniquely positioned for
growth through its ability to simply make a difference to people’s
lives with meaningful, sustainable innovations.
Mission
“Improve the quality of people’s lives through timely introduction
of meaningful innovations.”
Vision
“In a world where complexity increasingly touches every aspect of
our daily lives, Philips will lead in bringing sense and simplicity
to people.”
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Brand promise
Philips’ brand promise “sense and simplicity” encapsulates their
commitment to intimately understand the needs and aspirations
of consumers and customers in order to deliver
innovative solutions.
Value
Philips’ values, the four D’s (Delight Customers, Develop
people, Deliver great results and Depend on each other) are
like a compass, guiding Philips in how we behave every day, and
reminding us of the attitudes we should have towards our work,
our customers and our colleagues.
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Healthcare
Philips simplifies healthcare by focusing on the people in the
care cycle – patients and care providers. Through combining
human insights and clinical expertise, Philips aim to improve
patient outcomes while lowering the burden on the healthcare
system. Advanced healthcare solutions are a fundamental part of
the portfolio for both healthcare professionals and consumers,
to meet the needs of patients in hospitals and at home. Philips
Healthcare employs approximately 35,500 people worldwide.
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Consumer Lifestyle
Guided by the brand promise of “sense and simplicity” and the
consumer insights, Philips Consumer Lifestyle offers rich, new
consumer experiences that meet consumers’ desire for relaxation
and improving their state of mind. Philips also responds to the
consumer’s desire for wellness and pleasure by introducing
products that meet the individual’s interests in terms of their
body and appearance. Philips Consumer Lifestyle employs
approximately 17,700 people worldwide.
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Lighting
As the world’s leader in Lighting, Philips is driving the switch to energy-efficient solutions.
With worldwide electrical lighting using 19 per cent of all electricity, the use of
energy-efficient lighting will significantly reduce energy consumption around the world
and thereby cut harmful CO2 emissions. Philips provides advanced energy-efficient
solutions for all segments: road lighting, office & industrial, hospitality and home - and has
been instrumental in enhancing sustainability through innovations in lighting technology.
Philips is also a leader in shaping the future with exciting new lighting applications and
technologies such as LED technology, which, besides energy efficiency, provides attractive
benefits and endless new ‘never-before-possible’ lighting solutions. Philips Lighting
employs approximately 54,000 people worldwide.
14
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Philips Design
“Business and Design need to find

Philips Design believes that good design is about creating products
and solutions that satisfy people's needs, empower them and
make them happier. All of this while respecting the environment
in which we live. A good example of our philosophy is the
Ambient Experience in healthcare, a forward-thinking approach to
traditional patient care, staff workflows and clinical tools.

a common objective that lies beyond the
present, beyond the temporary – a goal
that goes beyond a single transaction or
a specific product. Together they need
to take responsibility for leading us away
from mediocrity and to connect not just
at a commercial level, but at a higher
level, as well.”

Since 1991 under the leadership of Stefano Marzano, Philips
Design has implemented a clear approach known as High Design:
a human-focused, multi-disciplinary and research-based design
approach that allows the seamless integration of design into the
business creation process. By broadening their perspective to
include disciplines like anthropology, psychology and sociology,
Marzano has taken the idea of people-focused design to the
next level. This unique philosophy, together with pioneering trend
forecasting and visionary projects, helps Philips Design deliver
value to people and businesses alike.
For almost twenty years, sustainable development has been a
pivotal factor in the Philips Design approach. In-depth research
into social and environmental contexts means their solutions are
genuinely relevant for specific local lifestyles and customs. And
their design process is founded on thinking ahead: not just for
tomorrow, but also for the next generation, and the one after that,
and the one after that.
Philips Design knows they can only fulfill people's needs and
desires when they truly understand what these needs are.
That is designers at Philips always begin with getting to know
as much as they possibly can about their target audiences: their
priorities, values, inspirations, likes and dislikes.
15

Stefano Marzano, Chief Design Officer
Royal Philips Electronics

With this insight, the international, multi-disciplinary and diverse
design team is able to deliver truly relevant solutions that
anticipate people's needs, exceed their expectations and enhance
customers' business success. Philips Design is:
•
•
•
•
•

One of the largest design organizations in the world
7 studios in Europe, Asia and North America
50+ design awards each year
A creative force of some 400 professionals, representing
over 35 different nationalities.
A diverse client roster of 60 Fortune 500 companies
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Research Development &
Innovation
The Philips Research Development & Innovation (RD&I)
department is involved in the early stages of new business
development. It defines early stage business opportunities and
translates these into innovation concepts that can be further
developed by one of the sectors within Philips. With this, RD&I
captures the ideation phase and pre seed stage of the venture
process (figure 1), resulting in a concept plan identifying the
product/service opportunities and its uniqueness and outlining the
value chain and competitive environment.
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The Philips Research Development & Innovation department is
responsible for:
•
•
•

•

New competences and new service areas;
Design led intellectual Property in specific target areas;
New ways of creating value through creativity and
networking with other companies and instructions, including
research into new ways of monetization;
Creation of longer-term scenarios and ideas exhibited in
the form of demonstrators called Probes. They are meant
to build up early competence fields while provoke reactions
and dialogue in and outside of the company.
Company Confidential

Ventures
Incubators initiate, manage and grow small new businesses within
Philips, so-called ventures, that are trying to bring new products
concepts to the marked, based on the Bell Mason process. The
Bell Mason process contains stages which every venture has to
pass successful. (See figure 1.)
￼
SomaSigns and ActivePlay are such ventures that are currently
trying to bring a new product or concept on the marked.
DirectLife used to be a venture, but is now an official Philips
product. These ventures might be interesting for this project
because their concepts or parts of their concepts contain
wrist-based interaction. Visualize data, receive notifications, get
warnings, measure biological signals, social connectedness, status
changes are possible user needs for these products.

Ideation

1. Pre seed

2. Seed

3. Alpha

SomaSigns
SomaSigns is a venture that is developing a concept based
on work-related stress. The product which is currently in
development is a smart wristband which can measure your
current stress level.
ActivePlay
This venture is developing a wristband for kids to stimulate
physical exercise. ActivePlay is trying to do this in such a way that
this device can act as a live game to play with other kids.
DirectLife
DirectLife used to be a venture of Philips that developed
an activity monitor for adults of people to help them improve
their physical condition and stimulate physical exercise. This
product works with a small simple device which makes use of an
accelerometer. The data collected by this device is send to
a DirectLife coach. This coach is a real human being and an expert
on personal health. The coach keeps you motivated and gives
you advice when you need it. DirectLife is now an official Philips
product and has been available on the market for a few years.

4. Beta

5. Market
Callibration

Expand /
Capture the value

Gates

Figure 1 - Development stages of a venture
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Assignment

Background information
Project history
The project has been built on the following results and
developments: the project Gesture UI (User Interface) is
about exploring gesture control as a new way of interaction.
Philips researched gesture based interaction for their products.
Secondly, new business initiatives with bracelet devices as a
product are currently in development. Furthermore the project
has also been built on experience of the Philips Rationalizer
bracelet, a bracelet that measures your arousal level for
decision making. These three reasons together led to the need
to explore interactions for bracelets.

Desired situation
The wrist is a socially accepted place to wear devices like a
watch or an MP3 player. Philips is exploring the opportunities
that wrist-based devices have to offer for possible new
innovative propositions. By combining these new innovative
propositions with the Simplicity UI Philips researches
which new ways of human interaction are possible on
a wrist-based device.

Simplicity UI is a new project that evolves out of the Gesture
UI project. The Simplicity UI project is about exploring human
interface possibilities next to gesture control based interfaces.
The goal is to maximise the user experience in a natural way.
20
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Assignment definitions
“Build UI competence for Philips Design and possible
applications in new products for ventures such as ActivePlay
and SomaSigns.”
This was the main goal of the project. With that in mind, the following definition was formed:
an exploration of ways of interaction for wrist-based devices by rapid prototyping in such a way
that user evaluation can be done. To do so, the following points need to be explored:
•
•
•
•

the state of the art of wrist-based interaction;
new ways of interactions;
user acceptance of wrist-based interaction;
biological signals for wrist-based interaction.

This ideation project contains exploratory research as part of the Bell-Mason Diagnostic method.
Exploratory research is chosen because the problem was not yet clearly defined in the beginning.

21
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Platform
In the very early stage of the project you can not decide which
certain program-language or platform is the most useful.
But we already knew that the platform needed to be suitable for
experiments, small prototypes and quick to be built, because there
will be no full product behavior in the final prototype.

Premises
•
The wrist is an effective place for an electronic device.
•
Electronic devices are accepted to be worn around the wrist.

Review team
A review team of experts from different design disciplines was
formed. This team reviewed and discussed every part of the
process to improve the results. The team consisted of:

•
•

•
•
•
•
22

Luc Geurts (Philips);
Jeanne de Bont (Philips);
Vincent Buil (Philips);
Eric Slaats (Fontys).

Exclusions
The following is excluded from the assignment.

•
•

There is no full product behaviour in the prototype.
There is no research done about the best place for
electronic devices to be worn.
There are no methods improved for registering interaction.
There are no new methods developed or improved to
measure biosignals.
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Working method
Phase 1: Exploration
Exploratory research:
•
Exploring the state of the art of wrist-based interaction.
•
Exploring new ways of interactions.
•
Exploring user acceptance of wrist-based interaction.
•
Exploring biological signals for wrist-based interaction.
Idea generation:
•
Workshop idea generation.
•
Mixing up ideas with a number of relevant Philips products.
•
Decide direction for concept.

Phase 2: Prototype design
Conceptual design:
•
Build experimental prototypes.
•
Visualizing storyboards and scenario’s.
•
Workshop conceptual design.
Rapid prototype:
•
Build hardware for the final prototype.
•
Write software for the final prototype.
•
Interaction design.
For a detailed overview of the working method see figure 2.
For the project initiation document see appendix 1.
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Exploration

1st review

State of the art

2nd review

3th review

New ways of interaction
Concepts
For
direction

User acceptance

Concept
direction

Biological signals

Research

Workshop
idea generation

Mixing up with
Philips products

Prototype design

4th review
Concept direction

Building experiments

Final
concept

Rapid prototype

Visualization storyboards

Conceptual
design
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Figure 2 - Overview of working method

Workshop
conceptual design
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Exploration of
wrist-based interaction
The goal of the exploration about wrist-based interaction is to get a clear view of what
is possible at this moment (state-of-the-art), what will be possible in the future and what
could be useful input for creative workshops to generate idea’s based on this information.

What we already know is that there are three trends going on regarding wrist-based interaction.
First, there is miniaturization of electronics, devices are getting smaller. Secondly, it is possible to
collect more and more sensor data from the body (e.g. blood pressure, heartbeat, motion etc.)
Thirdly, connectivity and communication to the cloud are made possible from the wrist. So when
so many things are possible, the questions are: how to interact with the exploding number of
possibilities? What do people want to do, and interact with? When do they want to interact and in
which context? How to design new experiences that fit everyday rituals and routines and how to
get these accepted by the users/ general public.
A short movie was made to visualize the state of the art of wrist-based interaction. This movie is
presented during the idea generation workshop. See appendix 2 for the movie.
26
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History of wrist-based interaction
A full overview of devices can be found in appendix 3.
From all the wrist-based devices that have been found, the following categories are made to
classify them in a useful way. Watches, Personal devices, Personal healthcare, Professional devices,
Professional healthcare. Also, a lot of concept devices were found during research.
What you can see is that the wrist is a socially accepted place to wear electronic devices.
This started with the first wrist watches. Since the 80’s, computers are getting smaller and smaller,
and the first computers came available to the wrist. (for example the Casio Calculator Watch)
Over time the function of the device has transformed, from a simple calculator or digital watch
with alarm function, to a multi media device. Some of these devices can even check information
about the weather, stats about your personal health, receive text messages or even receive phone
calls. Connectivity is the keyword for the next generation of devices. People want to be connected
with everyone at any time.
A trend can be seen in the form factor of concept devices, combined with new technical
possibilities that will be developed in the next few years. For example, bendable displays can
transform their shape or get human-like properties.
27
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New ways of interaction
Electronic devices are getting smaller and smarter. Techniques to measure properties of
the human body are getting more suitable for interaction. Some great examples of this
movement are: muscle sensing, bio acoustics and brain activity recognition.
Muscle sensing measures which muscle is tensed. Microsoft did a research project where
their muscle sensing technique was tested. They used muscle sensing for interacting with
a video game called “Guitar Hero”. To complete this game you need to press specific
buttons on a guitar on a specific time. Microsoft’s muscle sensing technique made it
possible to play this game without the guitar. With muscle sensing technology they could
calculate which movement was made on what time. You can read more and watch
videos about this project on their website. [1]
Bioacoustics are sounds produced by your body when it hits something. It can be sensed
with piezo-electric microphones. When tapping, rubbing, flicking or snapping, sounds
are generated with each impact on your body. These sounds will be conducted by the
bones of the hand and wrist through to the skin below the wristband which contains the
bioacoustic sensors. The impact of points on your forearm can be identified and sensed
up to 10 different points. This is quite a large amount, so it could be very useful for wristbased interaction. [2]
Brainwaves are generated by your brain. A headset in combination with software is
developed to recognize these brainwaves. The headset can measure brainwaves and
send them to the software when you think of something. The software saves these
brainwaves. So then if you think off the same thing as you did before, the software can
recognize this. This way, you can “teach” the software how your brain acts when you
think off specific tasks. Interaction is possible when the software recognizes the correct
tasks, when you want to control something with your brain. [3]
Information about new ways of interaction is attached in appendix 4.
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Guidelines about user acceptance and wrist-based interaction
An important aspect of wrist-based interaction is user acceptance. This is the outcome of a desk research for user acceptance from
57 scientific research papers about wrist-based interaction, human computer interaction or social acceptance of interaction.The following
conclusions and quotes from scientific papers can be used as guidelines when designing new ways of interaction for wrist-based devices.
They are found on the internet using the following search criteria: Interaction, wrist-based interaction, human computer interaction,
interaction and social acceptance, gestures and social acceptance, etc. These conclusions and quotes are also used as guidelines for
developing the final concept. Especially the quotes about social acceptance of gestures proved to be very important.

Different interaction modalities
The following conclusions are found regarding users behavior with certain ways of computer interaction.
•
•
•
•
•

Speech adds an extra difficult aspect to evaluation, since the users easily expect the system to possess more fluent spoken language
capabilities than what is technologically possible. [4]
All users agree that a system with both speech and tactile/visual IO-possibilities is preferable to a unimodal one. [4]
People are more afraid to make mistakes or break something with expressive interaction than to expressive UI. [5]
People are more expressive when interacting with a more expressive device. [5]
We have shown a statistically significant increase in the presence of haptic feedback in the user’s ability to control grasping force.
(In a remote grasping situation) [6]

Current use of mobile devices
These conclusions are found regarding how users would like to use their devices.
•
•
•
•
•

31

Users want to use one hand for interacting with mobile devices, but current interfaces, especially for touch screens, are not designed
to support dedicated single handed use. [7]
Mobile phones are often used by travelers with one hand, when walking or holding items in the other hand. [7]
Wrist rotation is a potentially successful hands-free technique for mobile interaction. [8]
There is a need for adaptive systems. [4]
People prefer to touch things that are near. If they are not near and there is a clean line of sight, they prefer pointing. Only if all else
fails they prefer scanning (out of scanning, touching and pointing). [9]
Company Confidential

Social acceptance of gestures
These conclusions are found regarding social acceptance of gestures.
•
•
•

Big gestures are not acceptable when device effects are hidden. [10]
Big gestures are acceptable when device effect is visible. [10]
Small gestures are more acceptable. [10]

Social psychology theories tend to be specific and focused, rather than global and general. Social influence and group dynamics such as
norms, roles and relations influence the perception of a single person. [11]
Wearable product design
The following conclusions were found regarding how interaction with wearable devices should behave.
•
•
•
•
•
•

32

Interaction itself should resemble or have similar metaphors as everyday use of touch sensation. [12]
Wearable devices should be as acceptable as today’s accessories like watches, eyeglasses, jewelry and clothes. [13]
Using wearable devices should be natural and un- noticeable as possible. [13]
Wearable devices should be easy to wear for longer periods in everyday situations. [13]
Wearable devices should allow hands-free operations. [13]
Wearable devices should allow quick changes between normal and operation modes. [13]

Company Confidential

Which biological signals are suitable for
wrist-based interaction
Some new ways of interaction use biological signals, like brainwaves, bio acoustics or muscle
sensing, as input. Research is done to check if there are some other biological signals which can be
used as potential input for interaction.
When is a biological signal useful for interaction? It is in the first place important to have as much
control as possible (controllability). When you can control a biological signal, it is possible to use it
as input for interaction. For example: most people can control their muscles very well. If you can
sense when a certain muscle is tensed you can use it as input for interaction, like the Microsoft
muscle sensing project did. It is also important for wrist-based interaction that the device that
senses the biological signal is as wearable as possible (wearability). For example: a device that
senses your brain waves needs to be attached to you head like a helmet. A device for muscle
sensing can be attached to your arm. So when you compare sensing brain waves to muscle
sensing based on wearability, muscle sensing is the most wearable.
Figure 3 shows which biological signals are the most suitable for wrist-based interaction.
The goal of this diagram is to show information about all the biological signals,
compared to each other, based on controllability and wearability. This diagram served
as input for the idea generation workshop.
Information about biosignals is attached in appendix 5.
33
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Brain waves
Body pose
Head pose
Facial expression

Controllability

Muscle sensing
Bio acoustics
Body rotation
Body acceleration
Eye direction
Body location
Respiration rate
Body temperature
Heart rate
Skin response
Blood pressure
Wearability

Figure 3 - Controllability vs. wearability of biosignals
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Idea generation
Concept generation is continual loop of generating ideas, mixing them, than review the
outcome with experts with specific directions, and generate new ideas based on the
outcome of these reviews. Several iterations were performed during this phase.

35
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Ideas

Weighed results

Change status
Turn device control mp3 ipod tv
Human slider on skin
Secret login wrist turn
Preserve RSI
Feel the data
Nike+like device
Hand controlling mouse
Switch app/content wrist turn
UI moves on device turn
Guiding swimming
Express your feeling
Real air guitar
Light control
Social media input
Same heartbeat
Festival wristband
Guiding general
Deaf language translator
Channel zapping
Hand gesture menu
Recognize handshake
Pico projector
Interact with 3D
Recognize hand postures
Projector pointing
Detect before mouth
Detect applause level
Shifting gear
Find people
Correct sport movement
Score

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 4 - Weighed results of the outcome of the 1st review
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Idea generation Workshop
The results and findings of the exploration phase were discussed
during this idea generation workshop. A lot of new idea’s for
possible new ways of interaction were generated.
See appendix 6 for all the ideas which are generated in the idea
generation workshop.
First Review
Figure 4 shows an overview of all the generated ideas during the
idea generation workshop, corresponding to Appendix 6. This
is the result after the first review. The team reviewed the idea’s
based on the following condition: which of the ideas is a potential
new way of wrist-based interaction.

“Feel the data” For example: feel your
heartbeat or feel the time.

“Recognize handshake” Transfer wireless
businesscard or money.

“Slider on skin” A way to navigate
through your device.
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Philips products
A number of relevant existing Philips products were mixed up with the results of the idea generation workshop, to find possibilities for
these new ways of interaction. This was also done with the projects of the incubators SomaSigns and ActivePlay. The reason why this was
done is to decide what is a potential good direction to experiment with wrist-based interaction.
Second Review
A part of the review team discussed the outcome of the mix of concepts and Philips products and projects. They were reviewed based on
their feasibility, new/added value and Philips’ activity in this product area or direction. Based on the outcome of the second review, the seven
best ideas are enriched with information and drawings in such a way that a third review could be done.

1) Wrist-Based device to control MP3 player. When your are sporting or doing
things that need physical attention, you may want to control your mp3-like device in a
natural and easy way. You may want to get specific information on a particular moment.
You can do this with just simple wrist-based interaction because it’s quick and easy.

2) Wrist-Based device to control Medical equipment. When doctors or nurses
perform surgeries or clinical operations, they may want to have their hands free. With
a wrist-based device they can remotely control Philips’ medical equipment, so they can
take care of the patient, and stay sterile all the time.

3) Emotional DirectLife. When using DirectLife it could be helpful if you can track
your activity more precisely in combination with your emotional status. When users
have more insight in certain activity or emotional patterns, they can get more motivated
based on that information.
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4) Baby phone heartbeat. When you want to leave your baby alone, a baby phone
can help you to stay in touch with your baby. Wouldn’t it be great if you could not only
hear your baby’s sounds but also feel his heartbeat on your wrist? Or that you could
even see the baby’s movement level indicated by an illuminated wristband?

5) Hospital Experience. When you or your partner is in a hospital, the distance
between you and your partner can be a problem. Wouldn’t it be great if you could stay
in touch with each other by only wearing a wristband? This would be a helpful feature
for a long-term stay in the hospital to stay in contact with each other.

6) Ultrasound Heartbeat. Feel your baby’s heartbeat while an ultrasound is made in the hospital.

7) RSI prevention. An ARBO proposed wristband that could prevent RSI (Repetitive
Strain Injury). The wristband could measure “wrong movements” and also the stress
level of the users. Stress enlarges the possibility of getting RSI. Different settings could be
applied to different target groups. (Office, art or musician)
See appendix 7 for more information about these concepts.
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Concept direction
Third Review
The seven concepts were reviewed by the review team. Some of the concepts did not fit the
assignment very well because there was too little interaction. One concept needed more in depth
research, and two concepts were too complex because they where new applications with new
ways of interaction. Though not all seven concepts were useful for the prototype, some of them
are still very interesting to look at. As a result of this third review the Emotional DirectLife and the
wrist-based device to control MP3 device concepts were chosen for further ideation.
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Emotional DirectLife
When using DirectLife it could be helpful if you can track your
activity more precisely in combination with your emotional
status. When users have more insight in certain activity or
emotional patterns, there is a change they can get more
motivated based on that information.

Wrist-based device to control MP3 player
When you are sporting or doing things that need physical
attention, you may want to control your mp3-like device in
a natural easy way. You may want to get specific information on
a particular moment. You can do this with just simple wrist-based
interaction because it is quick and easy.

Examples:
•
Change emotional status on wrist-based device
by simple interaction.
•
Change current activity on wrist-based device
by simple interaction.
•
Short wrist turning gestures to switch between
status or activity.
•
Turn device with haptic feedback to switch between
status or activity.
•
“Feel the data” to receive more relevant information
about your daily activity progress.
•
Data to get more motivated.
•
Monitor your movement during sleep.

Examples:
•
Short wrist turning movement to play next
and previous song.
•
Slider on skin to control the volume, scrubbing in a song or
navigate through menu structure of your device.
•
“Feel the data” of your current status like heartbeat, running
time, distance or other relevant
•
Information on a particular moment.
See concept “Emotional DirectLife” and “Wrist-based device to
control MP3 device” in appendix 7 for more information.
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Conceptual design
through experiments
The goal of conceptual design is to design the product and interactions in such a way
that you can experience the concept and get a clear view of specific elements.

Before the concept design was done, a number of experimental prototypes were
developed to see if elements were feasible and what the experience could look like.
A platform for rapid prototyping was selected.
Prototype platform
The decision to choose for Arduino and Phidgets as a prototype platform was made at
this point. These platforms are flexible and offer a lot of hardware parts with countless
numbers of sensors. Their community is also very big and active. iOS and Android
devices were also analyzed for the use as a prototype tool. Unfortunately these
platforms are very closed and protected, so it is hard to change the software on these
devices to transform them into a prototype. The community of people who have hacked
this iOS or Android device is currently too small to rely on. Furthermore, the available
Android and iOS devices do not have the right sensors.
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Building experiments
Different experiments were made for specific parts of the
“Emotional DirectLife” and “Wrist-based device to control MP3
player” concept. These experiments showed the possibilities of
available techniques. The following experiments were done:
•

Wrist turn interaction. Several experiments were done to
demonstrate new ways of interaction to control your mp3
device. For example: play next song and play previous song
by rotating your wrist.

•

Device turn interaction. An experiment was done to
demonstrate the possibilities of user interaction by turning
the device itself.

•

Slider on skin. Different experiments were done to build
an invisible slider on your arm or hand. Interacting with this
invisible slider could be useful when you want to adjust your
device volume, change your personal status or to navigate
trough the device itself.

•

Experimental prototype

Softpot experiment

Feel the data. As part of this concept the following
experiments were done: feel heartbeat, feel animations, feel
buddy messages and design your own vibration. A test was
done to check if people are capable to feel the difference
between several vibration motors around their wrist.

For the concepts, the sensors and electronics were ordered to
build as many experiments as possible. Different sensors were
combined to create new ways of wrist-based interaction. Some
experiments turned out not to be successful, some of them did.

“Feel the data” experiment

See appendix 8 and 9 for a demonstration movie
of these experiments.
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Storyboards
Different storyboards were made for the “Emotional DirectLife” and “Wrist-based
device to control MP3 player” concept. The storyboards visualized the specific moments
when someone could use the device and when, during these moments, the interaction
could happen. The following situations were visualized in storyboards:
Wrist-based device to control MP3 player
•
Enable your “power-song” with a gesture while running (Figure 5).
•
“Feel” if your heartbeat is to high or to low while running.
•
Turn up the volume with device turn gesture while running.
•
Play next song with wrist turn gesture while running.
Emotional DirectLife
•
Enable device with a gesture to “feel” your current heartbeat after intense activity.
•
Rotate your wrist to get sleep info from last night on wristband when waking up in the
morning.
•
Change your emotional status on wrist band with a wrist turn gesture when something
happened (Figure 6).
•
Set current activity with gesture during a day with changing activities.
See appendix 10 for the storyboards which were made.
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Figure 5 - “Enable your powersong” storyboard

You have been running for 1 hour

Almost there 500 meter remaining Make fist to activate powersong!

New personal record!

Figure 6 - “Change your emotional status” storyboard

Work is almost done

48

Boss has extra work for tonight

Change emotion from happy to depressed
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Mirte Becker is a student from Utrecht School of the Arts, specialized in interaction design. She is
also an intern at RD&I. She is working on a project which is focused at data visualization. She uses
data visualization to improve the following aspects of DirectLife:
•

DirectLife does not contain emotional aspects.
The product is mainly focused on physical condition.

•

When the product DirectLife will grow in market share,
real human DirectLife coaches become too expensive.

•

Users need to be more motivated to keep using the product DirectLife,
even after a period of 3 months.

Conceptual design workshop
Workshop
The experiments and storyboards were presented to the
review team during a creative workshop. The experience of the
experiments lead to discussions about the concepts and the
experiments itself. As a result of that, negative and positive views
about the concepts were found. A short brainstorm for each
different scenario / storyboard was done. Mirte’s project had
some similarities with the “Emotional DirectLife” concept.
Her project was also used as input for this workshop as a
potential direction. Ten esults came out as a result of these
brainstorm sessions.

Fourth Review
Again these concepts were reviewed by the review team based
on feasibility, new/added value and if Philips is already active in this
product area or direction. All the team members agreed to go for
a mix of the two “Realtime Activity DirectLife” concepts and the
“Buddy DirectLife” concept in such a way that this project could
merge with Mirte’s project. This is an advantage for this project
because Mirtes project could be used as an application domain.
It is also an advantage for Mirte, because she has a tangible
product to design her visualizations for. The mix of these concepts
is called the “Philips Sidekick” concept.

The concepts which came out of the workshop are described in
appendix 11.
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Philips Sidekick
Background
One of the key aspects of DirectLife is to stay motivated while undergoing a change in health
habits and exercise routines. Social support has proven to be of a value: people are motivated by
peers, like to be in touch with each others achievements and like to help one another. [14]
When you translate that knowledge to DirectLife, a buddy could be the solution. This can be
another DirectLife user. This buddy can be a motivator in three different ways: as a friend,
as a coach or as a rival. The concept of Philips Sidekick is based on these three motivators,
because people get motivated in different ways.
Figure 7 shows a storyboard of the Philips Sidekick concept. (next page)

Device
The Philips Sidekick is a device that connects you with another DirectLife user (your buddy).
Once connected, you stay buddies for as long as you want. Besides that the important functions
of the device is to measure your daily activity. Activity is measured with an accelerometer, a sensor
which calculates the orientation of the device according to the earth. The device takes care of the
following things:
•
•

It visualizes your activity over the last 12 hours on its display. This data will be send to your
buddy’s device.
It also visualizes the activity of your buddy over the last 12 hours on the same display.

Together, the visualizations will give you a clear overview of how active you and your buddy are
during the day. When the device detects increased activity above a specific level, it will go in
“activity mode”. During this mode, your device visualizes your activity and your buddy’s activity
over the last 15 minutes. In this way you will have a better overview of a specific moment when
you are being active.
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Interactions
You can change your emotional status on the device. This data will
be send to your buddy’s device and visualized on his display. To
change your status you need to perform a gesture on the device.
This gesture is based on the “secret login” and “status change”
concepts described in appendix 6.
You can also send four different messages to your buddy. To send
a message, you can select it on your device by using the same
gesture as used to change your emotional status. To send
a message, you need to use the other side of the wrist band.
•

•

•
•
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Each time when your buddy sends a message to your device,
a notification will let you know that there is a message for you.
These notifications are designed using vibrating motors based on
the “feel the data” concept, described in appendix 6. When you
look at your device and turn the device so it is facing your head,
the “watch” gesture is made. The display will illuminate and the
message will appear.
These different ways of communication are important for social
support. Sharing emotions, motivate through sending messages
and have real-time insight in your buddy’s achievements. [14]

One message is called the “Dare!” message. This can be used
for example to dare your buddy to sport together on the
same moment, but maybe in a different place.
Another message is “Get a move on!”. This can be used
when you see that your buddy has not been very
active today.
Once your buddy gets active, you can send him another
message too keep him motivated: “Come on!”,
When your buddy finished his activity, you can give him
a compliment “Well done!”.
Company Confidential

Figure 7 - Storyboard of Philips Sidekick concept

Your buddy

1. Philips Sidekick is a wrist-based device
which is connected to your buddy’s
Sidekick device.

You

2. The device monitors your daily activities
and emotions and visualizes it on it’s
display, compared with your buddy’s
daily activities and emotions. This data is
shared with your buddy over a real time
connection.

Scenario’s of you and your buddy
Friend
When your buddy has the role of a friend you take care for each
other. For example, when your buddy changes his emotion status
on his device to happy, and he has increased activity you know
there is something going on there what makes your buddy feel
good. You can decide to call your buddy, send a text message,
mention your buddy via Twitter etc.. This leads to better
social connectivity.
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3. By touching one side of the device, you
are able to send four different messages
to your buddy’s device, to keep your
buddy motivated.

Coach
The role of a coach is a more active way of interacting with your
buddy. When you notice that your buddy has not been active
for a while, you can send your buddy the “Get a move on!”
message with your device. When your buddy reacts to this
message by doing something active you can send him the
“Come on!” message to keep him motivated. After your buddy
has finished his activity you can also complement him with the
“Well done!” message.
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4. This way of interaction can also be used
on the other side of the device to change
your emotional status.

5. When you receive a message, different
vibration patterns will let you know which
message you just received. These messages
will also be visible on your display when you
take a look at your device and it detects
that it is faced to your head.

Rival
A buddy as a rival is all about competition. You always want to be
just a little bit more active then your buddy is. You can send your
buddy the “Dare” message, and be active together without being
physicaly together and making a little competition out of it. This
way of using the device is a healthy way to stay motivated.
See appendix 12 for a visualization about these three scenarios.
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Social life, an application to find your buddy.
Social life is an additional application built by Mirte Becker. With
this application you can search through other DirectLife users.
It compares your profile with the profile of other users. Based
on this, it makes recommendations of which user could be your
buddy. It is up to you to chose which of the recommended users
is going to be your buddy. After which you can send an invite to
this buddy. When this person accepts your request, your Philips
Sidekick devices will connect to each other.
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Rapid prototype
Building the prototype brings everything together. The exploration
phase, the concept, the experiments and the design of the prototype.
A user evaluation can be done with this prototype.
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Input

Accelerometer

Connection

Output

Arduino
Oled display
RF transceiver

SoftPot
Vibration motors
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Figure 8 - Overview of used electronics
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Hardware
The choice for Arduino is already made during the conceptual design
experiments. This powerful open source platform offers a big amount
of available sensors. Arduino has also a great active community of
developers. It also enables the control of real Oled displays. To build a
prototype you need materials. A shopping list is made and the following
things are ordered:

•

•

•
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Arduino Pro Mini micro controllers. These micro controllers
can be powered by four small batteries and do not need a
computer when you want to use them stand alone.
They are very small and easy to program. When the
experiments were build, a normal Arduino micro controller
was used. This Arduino Pro Mini has exactly the same
specifications as the normal version, but it is
eight times smaller.
Smallest for consumers available vibrating motors.
(8mm *3 mm) Bigger vibrating motors (10mm*3mm) are
also tested but these vibrations turned out to be to intense.
Oled displays. (3 cm * 3 cm, 128 pixels * 128 pixels)
A grid of LED’s was also considered. Unfortunately the
wiring scheme of a LED grid would be to complex for the
small microcontroller. An Oled display is tested during the
experiments in combination with different sensors.

•

•

•

•

SoftPot touch strips for input. These touch strips are
very accurate and bendable. 20 cm strips are used in our
prototype. A smaller version (10cm) was tested during one
of the experiments.
Accelerometers to measure activity. With this sensor the
activity of the user can be measured over three individual
axes. These accelerometers turned out to be very accurate
during the experiments.
RF transceiver radio chips to connect two devices with each
other over three meters of distance. A radio frequency is
used to communicate with each other. Their small size is an
advantage when you want to put them in a small device.
A lot of electronics like wires, batteries etc.

Figure 8 shows an overview of the used electronics.
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Software
The Arduino Pro Mini requires simplified C code for
programming. This can be done with their free Arduino software
editor from www.arduino.cc. Only some basic functions and
syntax are available to work with as you can find on their website
in the reference section. Despite their simplified C language there
are lots of free library’s available that are easy to work with.
Our prototype uses two different libraries which luckily work
together really well:
•

•

Oled library. This customized library makes communication
between the Arduino and the Oled display possible. There
was no function available to deal with RGB colors by default,
so this was added.
RF radio communication library. This library makes it possible
for the Arduino to communicate with the RF radio chip.

Mirte Becker did some really good work designing visuals for the
prototype. The visuals are programmed in Processing. Processing
is also a code editor like Arduino is. Like Arduino it can be
programmed with simplified C code. The difference between
Arduino and Processing, is that Processing can be used to
prototype software or visualizations on a computer and has more
functions available then Arduino has.

Work breakdown
1. Building hardware, by Remon.
•
Order electronics.
•
Fit electronics together and build woking prototype.
2. Design visualizations by Mirte Becker.
		
3. Writing software for prototype by Remon.
•
Write software to control the electronics.
•
Combine different software libraries.
•
Integrate visualizations designed by Mirte Becker.
4. Interaction design by Remon.
•
Interaction on device.
•
Design notification patterns.
5. Product design by Mirte Becker and Remon.
6. Build social life application by Mirte Becker.

Unfortunately the Oled display has a maximum resolution of
128 * 128 pixels. It was a challenge to transform the visuals to
this small area. A lot of details got lost during this process, but we
managed to keep the display readable in the way Mirte
designed it.
Then the software which was originally written in Processing had
to be transformed to Arduino code. This is done by trial and error.
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Design
Interaction design
Based on the “Secret login” and “Status change” concepts, the softpots are used as a touch ring.
With this touch ring, a status can be changed and messages can be send to your buddy.
The interface is divided in two parts of the wristband. The emotional status can be changed on the
inside of the wrist, messages can be send on the outside of the wrist. The gesture to change your
emotional status is equal to the gesture to select a message to keep the interaction as clear and
simple as possible. Figure 9 shows a graphic of how to change your emotional status on the device.
Figure 10 shows a flowchart of the interaction between two devices.

1. Interaction on device.
Change emotional
status on device

Send message
to buddy

2. Device of buddy receives data
Notification on
device by vibrations
1. Tap device for 1 second
3. Buddy activates message
“watch gesture”
to activate display and message

4. Buddy reads message

2. Slide up/down to change emotion

Figure 9 - Change your emotional status
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Display illuminates
Message appears

Figure 10 - Flowchart of interaction between 2 devices
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The choice is made to use vibrating motors to “feel the data”. This is based on the experiments
with vibrating motors during the concept generation phase. With vibrating motors placed around
your wrist you can “feel” data. Or in other words, feel the difference between vibrating patterns,
rhythms, and intensity. This is used to define four different notification messages which you can feel.
four vibration motors are used based on the outcome of the discussion around the experiments
for “feel the data”. It is easier to feel the difference between four vibration motors than with
five vibration motors.

Notification patterns
The “Dare!” message has a pattern which simulates a heartbeat for a few seconds. This heartbeat
represents the tension when someone dares you, and you are really motivated to beat him.
The goal of the “Get a move on!” message is to motivate your buddy when he/she has not been
active for longer period of time. The pattern that represents this message is an slowly increasing
intensity of vibrations. The pattern will repeat five times.
When your buddy send you the “Come on” message, he want you to stay motivated during
an activity and let you know that he supports you. A pattern of rotations around your wrist
represents this message.
A “Well done!” message tells you that you did a great job. The pattern that represents this message
needs to feel like a dance. This pattern also needs to be different than the other patterns to
prevent confusion. A pattern of random vibrating motors is made for this message.
To “open” your received message, you don’t have to navigate trough a complex navigation
structure. Wen you look at your device, you make a certain movement with your arm.
This movement is called the “watch” gesture. When the device detects that this gesture was
performed, it illuminates the display and the received message will show up.
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Product design
The focus of this project is not about designing a fully functional product and product design.
Though for the experience of our concept, it’s essential to build a prototype that you can wear
and use the way it’s described in the concept. The prototype is build and designed in such a way
that it looks like a wristband. The battery is placed outside the bracelet because it reduced the size
of the bracelet. Other components are placed in the bracelet in such a way that the size of the
bracelet is still acceptable.
A visual was made to show how the Philips Sidekick concept could look like. The visual was made
with 3D software Cinema4D with realistic render settings as you can see on page 52-53
of this booklet.
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Results and
recommendations
Results from the experiments
These recommendations are based on the findings of this
exploratory research project.
Feedback “Human slider on skin”
•
An invisible touch interface on your skin could be a potential
way to control a wrist-based device. Currently it is not yet
technical possible to detect such gestures in a natural way.
Experiments showed that a simplified version of a slider on
your skin is already possible.
Feedback “Wrist turn”
•
A potential useful way to control your wrist-based device
is to make small rotating movements with your wrist.
This could be simple and natural way when you are in such
a position where it is not possible to control the device with
both hands.

Feedback “Feel the Data”
During the concept generation phase, different people
experienced the “feel the data” experiment. This produced a lot of
helpful feedback for the project.
•

•

•

•
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Intense vibrations which vibrate over a long period of time
are perceived as annoying. Small vibrating motors which
generate short vibrations are better
Some woman mentioned that they did not feel the
vibrations at the bottom/outside of their wrist. For the best
experience, the wristband should fit well around the wrist
and the vibrating motors should be in contact with the skin
as much as possible.
People find it hard to feel the difference between each
vibrating motor. This is measured in a test situation with
five vibrating motors, were each second a different motor
vibrated for 500 milliseconds. Three or four vibrating motors
should be used instead of five.
It is easy to understand different “patterns” generated with
vibration motors. It works also really well when a heartbeat
is simulated with one or more vibrating motors.
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The next step will be to evaluate the prototype with experts and users. However,
a valuable addition could already be the following:
A mobile app for DirectLife could replace some of the features of our Philips Sidekick
concept. Because DirectLife is more a service than a product, this mobile app would
enlarge and enhance the service of DirectLife.
The following features of our Philips Sidekick concept could be build into a mobile app:
•
Change your emotional status.
•
Connect to your buddy and receive messages.
•
The mobile app can also work together with the Philips Sidekick device.
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Evaluation
Project
I started this project on my own, of course with a lot of help from my colleagues. When Mirte
and I were designing our concepts with storyboards and experiments, we realized that our
projects contained some simuilar parts of aspects. I was looking for a product direction which
I could use for my prototype design. Mirte was also working on a project where she needed a
device to design her visualizations for. For both of us it would be helpful when our projects would
merge. Together with the review team we decided to merge our concepts and focus together
on one single end product. We think that the result of this merge, is great looking concept where
everything falls in place. We’ve clearly divided all the tasks according to our different approaches.
Mirte has builded SocialLife (the buddy finder). I did not participate in this part of the concept,
which is an individual application. She also designed the activity visuals for the Philips Sidekick
device. The visuals were designed based on computer algorithms that also needed to work on the
hardware we have used for the prototype.
I took care of the technical part of building the device, the sensors and the electronics. I have also
designed the interaction on the device and the way the two devices interact with each other.
The project was really fun to do. Working together with Mirte was also a great success. We were
both critical on the right moments and had the same level of quality in mind for the final product.
Because our program language was almost the same we really could help each other when we
had some problems while writing the software.
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What I have learned
Building applications for mobile devices was one of the things I
got addicted to during the iFontys project where I have built a
few Apple iPad applications. With minimal experience in this area I
took the challenge to build and design my own product,
and program my own application for it. This made me really an
expert within the Arduino platform and small electronic sensors
and devices. One of the problems we dealt with was the delivery
time of packages which were ordered in the U.S.A.
At www.sparkfun.com we ordered a lot of parts for our
prototype. This website offers a large quantity of sensors and
electronics and have documented their products very well. You
have to make sure to select “priority airmail” when you want to
order products from this website, because otherwise the delivery
time can rise from three days to three weeks.
Interaction design
Interaction design is the essential part of my final product.
It combines the prototype, it’s software and the product design
to one single product. During the experiments in the conceptual
design workshop I realized how importand feedback from users
is. This feedback helped me out when I made certain decisions
during the design of the final concept for the prototype.
It would be helpful when I had some more background
information about transforming a low-end prototype to high-end
prototype which has a great looking product design. Maybe it
could be a part of the specialism route ICT & Lifestyle, to add
a masterclass about product design or about the step to
transform a prototype into a great looking product.
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Doing research
I had to do a lot of research before I came up with the ideas
for the final product. I have never done so much research for
a project before. I learned how to do this in a structural way with
a plan to come up with helpful results.
Me and Philips Design
Philips is a great place to graduate, because of the amount of
professionals who can help you when you have any kind of
problems. They gave me the opportunity to work full time on
my project. Almost once a week I got invited to join a workshop,
colloquium, or some educational meeting, to get to know what is
happening within Philips Design.
Me as an ICT Media Designer
It was an honor to graduate at Philips design. I had to combine
everything I have learned during my study in this graduation
project. Especially the skill of adapting new techniques and
applying it in reality was one of the things that really helped me
out. During my study I did a lot of projects, aimed at clients with
the pressure to deliver on time and to fulfill their expectations.
This project it was all about exploring news ways of interactions
where it was not clear at the beginning what would come out at
the end of the project. I think that this way
of working really suits my personality.
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Glossary

Accelerometer. An accelerometer senses the orientation of the device according to the earth.
Calculations make it possible to measure the acceleration of the device over multiple axes.
Android. Open source operating system for mobile devices built by Google.
Arduino. Micro controller which you can program with a computer to control connected electronics.
With a battery connected it will work stand alone.
Bio acoustics. Sounds produced by your body on each impact. Every impact has his own sound.
Bio signals. Signals which can be measured on or from the human body.
C. Widely used programming language.
iOS. Operating system for Apple’s mobile devices, build by Apple.
Muscle sensing. A technique to measure which muscle is tensed.
Oled display. Display with Oled technology. Oled stands for Organic Light-Emitting Diode.
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Phidgets. Micro controller which you can program with a computer to connect connected electronics.
Phidgets lways have to be connected to a computer.
Processing. Programming environment to write software in simplified C code.
Prototype. A demonstrator model of a concept which is not always completely functional.
Rapid prototype. A concept, visualised and or builded in such a way that it can be experienced and experimented with.
RF transceiver. Transceiver chip which uses radio signals to communicate with other transceiver chips.
RGB. RGB stands for the colours Red Green and Blue. Added together they produce all display colours.
Softpot. Variable resistor strip. The analog generated resistance value represents which spot is touched on the strip.
0 stands for left, 1023 stands for right and 512 stands for middle.
UI. User Interface. The space where interaction between humans and machines occur.
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Appendices
The appendices from this thesis can be found on the included CD.
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
Appendix 6
Appendix 7
Appendix 8
Appendix 9
Appendix 10
Appendix 11
Appendix 12
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Project initiation document
Movie about the state-of-the-art of wrist-based interaction
Overview of wrist-based devices
Overview of new ways of interaction
Information about biosignals
Idea generation workshop outcome
7 Concepts based on idea generation workshop
Movie to demonstrate experiment with “wrist turn” gesture
Movie to demonstrate experiment with “slider on skin”
Storyboards for concept generation workshop
Concept generation workshop outcome
3 Scenarios about Philips Sidekick

Document
Video
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Video
Video
Document
Document
Document
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